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The Feast of Saint Nicholas

Wind rises in the night,
growls and whines, then holds 
its breath, as though
pretending it’s said all
it means to say.

Across the river
a man lies sleepless,
listening to the dark 
breath on the water
and its tidings,

hands crossed on his breast,
seeking to grip
the shadow within.
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The Friars’ Rock

We come to rivers when we are young or old.
— Derek Mahon, ‘Waterfront’

The boulder deep midstream
has never shown itself in air
nor shifted since the glacier
dropped it there
twelve thousand years ago
where in immeasurable
course of flowing seasons, floods and tides,
in human time when Joan of Arc 
was still a child,
Franciscan monks arrived
to build a salmon weir
upstream of the rock

and in their generations
swimmers out beyond their depth
on lost summer days 
stood up in mid-flow 
when they found footing 
as they still do
on that hidden mark
that’s settled there 

still bedded 
in the flow
and rooted 
beyond time
within the dreaming 
heads of all who’ve ever
come and swam and gone
or still live on
beside the sister river.
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Easter tide



The Open Gate

‘We pass through fire and water,’ said the black man in an
upper room by the West Gate. ‘Through water and through
fire, my friend. Here you are welcome. And the lady also,
though our service is almost finished for today.’
In this third-floor room of a high house full of silenced

story.
‘Thank you,’ he says to the preacher. ‘As we were passing

home from church we heard singing, too early in the day to
be from Nora’s bar next door. It drew us on into the lane,
then up the stairs. To see what was the story here.’
Once upon a Sunday in September, passing home by the

West Gate.
‘The story, it is this,’ the black man says. ‘The holy spirit

is the oil. The oil of the morning. And each one of us a lamp.
That is the story. The lamp, it must be ready and be worthy.’
And while he speaks resplendent women out of Africa sing

praise and soothe their babies in this sunlit upper room. Sing
out without restraint in this high house which looks down
on the street that dips down to the river that forever seems to
leave.
Here where Darby Rourke the dancing master once threw

scandalous soirées. Pléaráca na Ruairceach. Cardplay. Assig-
nation. Beakers filled. Before last harpers gathered in Belfast. 
They sing of light this now and here, the women out of

Africa, where revels once were warm in candlelight and
shadow. Planxty and quadrille. Bowls of punch. Raised up
on a table, the fiddler Kelly and Ó hIffearnáin the piper play
‘The Rights of Man’. Until the time of bloodied pikes down-
river and public floggings for names of United Men, when
Lord Kingsborough had Kelly the fiddler flogged to the bone
and then threw salt upon his lacerated back.
‘Yes, you are welcome here among us in the Lord’s great

name. On this day and in this place. Amen.’ So says the black
man, with alleluias echoed in an upper room by the West Gate.
Behind the preacher, through high windows facing down 
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The Woman of Five Bathrooms 

after Mangan

O woman of five bathrooms, to brag is not your way.
You joke about extravagance: what would our grannies say?
Coffee-morning chatter turns to diet and aerobics,
property and liposuction, restaurants and clothes.

Your husband dreams beside you, O woman of five bathrooms, 
he plans makeovers of the past to be launched upmarket.
He means to make a killing on some tumbled famine village
(nine cottages, a harbour, views of lake and river).

O woman of five bathrooms, what use all this ablution?
Does money always bring with it a hungering for purity? 
He knows where he’s going; you wonder what it’s for.
Your father lying in the earth. Your mother in a home.

Slide out of the warmth to take a sleeping pill and pee,
then wash your hands, lie down again and pray the dark 
brings ease.

O woman of five bathrooms, the clock blinks through the 
night,

in time this master bedroom will lie open to the sky.
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Another River

One day by the Seine I happened to meet . . .

to take in Bridge Street, there’s Tom Carroll. Trumpet player.
Barber. Backlit, on a mission. Leaving his shop again. To slip
up to the bookie’s and check the odds at Goodwood, Listowel
or Longchamps before the off. Then back to heads and hair.
Countrymen come in on Sunday mornings. Across the bridge
from County Waterford. Talk of weather, harvest, hurling,
horses.
‘And you too, my lady. Most welcome now, and when we

gather here again. We must pass through fire and water but it
is the oil of the morning that lights us through the day and
through the dark. The oil of each beginning in the spirit, yes.
And the lamp that must be ready and be worthy to show light.
This is the story of the story. If you wish, do come and join
us here again.’
‘We thank you,’ he says, shaking hands. ‘We thank you all.’

He almost adds ‘in the Lord’s name’, but hesitates and then
refrains.
From its tower outside, the clock above West Gate strikes

one. Gatecrashers in their own place, they begin to back
away and down the stairs. From eyes of black babies and an
outstretched web of hands.
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